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~With the Spirit~

RV BOARDING 
KENNEL & 

PET FOOD SALES
204-739-3445

Missing you, always and forever....
~ Charmaine, Lorne, Dakota, Emily, Nickolas & Nicole

Reg Monk
February 25, 1942 

~ May 6, 2013

In Loving 
Memory

May the winds of heaven blow softly 
and whisper in your ear,

How much we love and miss you 
and wish that you were here.

xoxo

And God shall wipe away all
tears from their eyes; and

there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there 

be any more pain: for 
the former things are 

passed away.

Revelation 21:4

FIELDSTONE 
VENTURES

is offering a refresher 
HCP/BLS  course. 

If you are in need of this
please contact Fieldstone 

Ventures ASAP at
204–768–3797

If you are interested in 
Emergency CPR/ First Aid
Training please contact us.

1. What’s the diameter of a basketball hoop in inches?
2. The Olympics are held every how many years?
3. What sport is best known as the ‘king of sports’?

4. What do you call it when a bowler makes three
strikes in a row?

5. What’s the national sport of Canada?
6. How many dimples does an average golf ball have?

COMPUTER TUTOR

Professional Repairs 
& Remote Service

www.computertutorpetra.ca

7. What country has competed the most times in the Summer Olympics yet hasn’t
won a gold medal? 
8. The classic 1980 movie called Raging Bull is about which real-life boxer?
9. The Triple Crown award is given to a horse that wins which three races?

10.In the 1971 Olympics, Nadia Comaneci was the first gymnast to score a perfect
score. What country was she representing?
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“Jealousy is just 
love and hate

at the same time.”
~Anonymous
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J o i n
S T E E P  R O C K ,  

M A N I T O B A
o n  F a c e b o o k

C L I C K  H E R E

Alcoholics 
Anonymous 
Contact #’s

Lundar:
(204) 739-8093                

Eriksdale:
(204) 739-6454
Toll Free #: 

1-(877) 942-0126
Central office: 
(204) 943-6051

ASPARAGUS TIPS - OR TIPS ABOUT ASPARAGUS - Hand-picked asparagus - YUM!
Many of us are excited to make the most out of its short growing season (just May and
June!) here in Canada. Asparagus is hand-harvested, so it can sometimes be a little more
expensive than other vegetables. But it's a real treat when the season rolls around.

Being part of the lily family, asparagus are actually stalks that sprout from underground 
rhizomes or root systems. These root systems deplete in sugar supply as the season goes
on, sending up less-sweet and tougher-skinned shoots as the season progresses. That's
why it's best to enjoy them early on when they're at their juiciest and sweetest. Here are our
quick tips for buying, 
prepping and cooking asparagus.

Buying and storing - Look for firm, brightly-coloured spears with tightly-closed tips. Store them in a plastic 
bag in the coolest part of your fridge and use them as soon as possible, ideally within 2-4 days.

Preparing - Wash asparagus well, especially the tips where soil and grit can get wedged in. Remove the tough
bottoms by snapping them where they break naturally or using a knife to cut them off. Or you can peel off the
bottoms deeply with a vegetable peeler until you've removed all the tough outer skin. If you catch asparagus
late in the season, you may actually want to peel the entire stalk to remove the tough outer layer.

Cooking - If blanching asparagus, remove from boiling water while still
tender-crisp as they'll continue to cook from the residual heat even after
you take them out; alternatively, plunge them into an ice bath to stop 
the cooking. The tips are usually thinner than the bottoms and tend to
cook faster, which is why some recipes suggest you cook the asparagus
upright (in an asparagus cooker if you have one), for even cooking tip to 
stem. Asparagus can also be steamed, boiled, sautéed and roasted like
most vegetables. Photo: bacon wrapped asparagus.

Varieties - While green asparagus is most readily available in Canada, there are also purple and white 
asparagus. The purple are another variety of asparagus altogether and the colour turns dark green with 
cooking. White asparagus is just green asparagus that's been grown underground. It has a delicate aroma 
but tends to be a bit tough, so peel the whole stalk before using. Get your hands on some stalks and enjoy 
asparagus while you can!

This could be YOUR ad!
Half ad (2.6” w x 1” h)
$11.90 + gst = $12.50

thearoundtown2020@gmail.com

“A man who is a master of 

patience 
is a master of 

everything else.”
-George Savile

Sports Trivia Answers - 1. 18 inches. 2. 4 years. 3. Soccer. 4. Turkey. 5.
Lacrosse. 6. 336. 7. The Phillipines. 8. Jake LaMotta. 9. The Kentucky Derby,
Preakness Stakes, and Belmont Stakes. 10. Romania. 
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